
 

 

Geothermal Energy 
Geothermal energy is produced by using the earth’s natural geological resources and converting it 
into a source that can heat a building.  

 

Ground source heat pumps use a loop which transfers heat from the ground into a building (air 
source and water source pumps are also available). 

Geothermal (or geo-exchange) energy is produced by harnessing the Earth's natural geological heat 
source and converting it into a source that can heat a domestic property.  

The Earth is normally around 55°F (12.8°C) and this heat can be utilised by the use of ground source 
heat pumps.  

Certain geological characteristics aid the production of geothermal power such as geysers or hot 
underground magma deposits.  

Iceland takes advantage of the country's unique geological make up to use geothermal power to 
great effect.  A large percentage of Iceland's total electricity production is derived from geothermal 
energy. 

There are three main components required to introduce a geothermal Ground Source Heat Pump 
(GSHP) installation into a domestic environment and they are detailed below. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

GROUND LOOPS 

A ground loop is a length of pipe buried in the ground which contains a mixture of water and anti-
freeze - this is pumped around the pipe to absorb the natural heat from the ground.  

 

There are three main types of ground loops available and you should make a determination on their 
characteristics and site conditions to decide which would provide the best solution for your 
situation.  

The three types of ground loop in a Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP) system are: 

• the borehole,  
• straight horizontal and  
• spiral horizontal (as above).  

For obvious reasons you would require more land for a horizontal trench than a borehole and 
boreholes actually cost more to develop than horizontal trenches. For example, a spiral horizontal 
trench of 10m in length would provide approximately 1kW of heating for your home. 

HEAT PUMP SYSTEM 

The heat pump system would consist of an evaporator, a compressor and a condenser and is similar 
to those used in refrigeration units. 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

This is the system that delivers the heat to under floor heating or radiators in the home. 

 

 


